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Citizen Watches embarked on its glorious journey of Watch Making Evolution back in 1918. Based
in Tokyo, Japan; Citizen Watches are now officially under the name of Citizen Holdings Co Ltd. This
brand has conquered quite a large number of top-notch watch brands with its stunning appearances
and revolutionary Eco-Drive technology imbibed generously in its superior watches.

Citizen Eco-Drive Watches are truly a specimen of excellent engineering and scientific innovation.
These watches are highly celebrated globally for their ecological features; especially in the U.S. the
revolutionary Eco-Drive Series from Citizen Watches are endowed with solar panels and energy
cells. These solar panels absorb light from the sun and convert the same into energy required to
fuel its working. However, this does not limit the watchâ€™s working in the absence of sunlight in the
night.

Citizen Watches also absorb artificial light from tube lights, etc. and convert the same into energy to
empower its time telling mechanism. This technology by Citizen Watches omits the need of artificial
power, batteries and even external electrical charges. Citizen Eco-Drive Watches are empowered
solely by light. Thus, one need not change battery over and over again, making the timepiece very
convenient and feasible to use.

Citizen Watches are integrated intricately in Japan and then sent to China for distribution worldwide.
With the fostering of Japanese technology and Eco-Drive excellence, Citizen Watches provide
timepieces that are unique and exclusive.

Citizen provides a myriad compilation of watches worldwide. Citizen Menâ€™s Watches and Citizen
Womenâ€™s Watches are bestowed upon with the finest innovation and exteriors. Each timepiece
exhibits an exceptional design and a technology thatâ€™s best in the entire watch making industry.

Citizen Eco-Drive Watches serve a mÃ©lange of timepieces distinct in style and technology. Citizen
Eco-Drive Watches are renowned for their aviation inspired series called Skyhawk A-T. Citizen
Skyhawk A-T possess Atomic Time-keeping feature. This technology enables the timekeeping by
identifying radio-controlled accuracy signals. These watches synchronize time with atomic clocks
worldwide, especially North America, Japan and even Europe. With an auto-adjusting capacity,
while travelling one need not tune their watch according to the diverse time zones.

Citizen Eco-Drive Calibre Series are pretty popular as well. These watches are a blend of old world
inspiration and next gen technology. Calibre Series from Citizen Watches possess awesome
features like Perpetual Calendar and Dual Alarm features, an excellent addition to already existing
excellent features.

Most Citizen Timepieces flaunt a LEDDisplay Light and Chronograph giving it the sleek and suave
look it flashes. Also admirable are the Citizen Eco-Drive Blue Angel Series that pays a tribute to the
Blue Angel- US Navy Precision Flying Team. Citizen Blue Angel Series is an epitome of precision
and flawless accuracy. These watches possess the Blue Angels emblem engraved at the back of
the dial.

Citizen Watches are distinguished by their revolutionary green technology called Eco-Drive
technology. It is the first watch to be bestowed with a Green Mark. This Japanese pioneer has made
it big in the watch making industry and owes its success to its technical superiority. Citizen Menâ€™s
Watches and Citizen Womenâ€™s Watches are a perfect choice for the contemporary men and women
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who believe in being a perfectionist at everything they do.
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Ellenwood - About Author:
Ellen Woods is the Editor at the renowned Authorized Watch Dealer â€˜Favwatch.comâ€™ â€“ Authorized
Dealer of Authentic a Citizen Watches! Being a writer with Favwatch.com for over a year; Ellen
Woods is essentially a timepiece fanatic and has a knack for Branded Men's & a Women's
Watches! Get all your information on Citizen Watches with insightful articles from Ellen Woods on
Favwatch.com
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